
Apt 207, 

4326, Holland, 

Dallas, 

Phone 214-526-6202 Texas 75219 

Feb 13 1979 

Dear Sylvia, 

Many thanks for death certificate etc, This is mainly to return it promptly. In 

fact (not to sound ungracious) I have the certificate itself in a book here. What 

I need is the cite —-for my source section at the back of my book = and it sounds 

as though you don't have that. Shall I just say ''Secret Service archives'? As 

well as asking you I will ask H Weisberg when I order his books, 

T have of cours read most of H Weisberg from time to timee It is Just that I must 

get them for myself, 

A last point, and the most important. I have been very grateful for your ready 

and efficient help, and look to continve that relationship when I get te your neck 

of the woods in a few weeks, When I come depends a little on your answer to this 

question, My time here has been highly unsatisfactory in that ~ as you know — I 

came at Mary's urging to be near her and her documents. She has been so sick that 

I've seen her only onee(For ten minutes) since Christmas, Very friistrating to have to 

live in a hellhole like Dallas for no-reasen at all! I have recently had 

consultative help from Arch Kimbrough, who is very knowledgable and shared the 

cost of all Mary's documents. Unfortunately, though, the docs are with Mary and even 

Arch cannot get to them £n the prsent situation. As a result, although things are 

going relatively well with the book, I am short on various things — like, for 

example — papers on the witnesses to the Mexico City visit.I t ink these are mostly 

CTA. Do you have such things? Or do you know somebody accessible in the east coast



area who has? 

I ask this with care, I hope. I am not about to lumber anybody with days and days 

of Summers - except perhaps a rather intensive series of meetings with yourself if 

you permit.(After you've read the Ms.) 

These worries apart, I'm on target. Should arrive wither last week of February or 

early flarch. 

Cheers, 

_——- 

Ory , 

Anthony Summers 


